BURY HILL FACT SHEETS - helping you catch more!

HOW TO...

Rigs and set ups for predators!

Over many seasons, certain presentations have proved to be the most consistent catchers and are the ideal starting point when looking for pike and zander action at Bury Hill.
PLEASE REMEMBER, BURY HILL OPERATES AN IMMEDIATE STRIKE RULE! PREDATOR SEASON RUNS FROM 1ST OCTOBER TO 14TH MARCH INCLUSIVE!

RUNNING LEDGER METHOD

FLOAT LEDGER METHOD

ROVING FLOAT METHOD

Probably the most successful method, the running ledger rig
will allow you to fish small and large baits close in and at
distance. To tie this rig, thread a rubber float stop onto your
line (this should be positioned 12” from the trace once the
rig is finished), followed by a link swivel and a rubber bead
to protect your knot from chaffing. Next tie on your predator
trace, which should have a swivel already attached,
preferably using a 4-turn grinner knot. Make sure that the
knot is bedded down smoothly as our predators pull HARD.
Lastly, attach a small Arsley bomb to the link swivel,
generally a 1oz bomb will be plenty big enough, but the
smaller the better.

A very successful set up, which is perfect for windy conditions when
you want your bait to stay put. To tie this rig, slide a rubber float stop
onto the mainline followed by a small or medium sized dead bait
pencil float, preferably one that is loaded. Next slide a second rubber
float stop onto the line to hold the float in place followed by a link
swivel and a rubber bead to protect your knot from chaffing. Next tie
on your predator trace, which should have a swivel already
attached, preferably using a grinner knot (see knot advice above).
Lastly, attach a small Arsley bomb to the link swivel, generally a 1oz
bomb will be plenty big enough, but the smaller the better.

This method is ideal for fishing small dead baits and fish sections
in shallow and mid water swims. For best results, fish your bait
either just on the bottom, or suspended off the bottom so that the
float can drift through the swim in search of your prey. To tie this
set up, slide a rubber float stop onto the mainline followed by a
small sliding pike float, then slide a second rubber float stop on
the line to hold the float at the required depth. Next slide an
Olivet or small bullet weight onto the line to weigh the float down,
but remember to allow for the weight of your bait, particularly if
you intend to suspend the bait for drifting. If you are using a
sliding weight, add a rubber shocker bead between the weight
and the swivel to protect the trace knot from chaffing before
tying on your trace, which should have a swivel already attached,
preferably using a grinner knot.
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BURY HILL FACT SHEETS - helping you catch more!

Single hook rigs for increased catches and improved fish safety!
A leading predator fishery for 50 years and arguably the finest stillwater zander fishery in the country. Bury Hill Fisheries has always
been at the forefront of responsible fishery management, with 2010 seeing a blanket ban on the use of treble hook rigs for all forms of
bait fishing in order to safeguard its huge stocks of specimen pike and zander. Promoting instead, the use of barbless single hook rigs,
which allow smaller baits to be used, resulting in increased catches and improved fish safety. To support this move, Bury Hill has
designed a range of tried and tested single hook predator rigs, which have been handmade in the UK using the most advanced
materials available. Tested over the past two years by a number of well-known anglers, these rigs have already accounted for
hundreds of pike and zander to specimen size and if used correctly, will help you to improve your catches and fish safety.

Predator
Rigs with
Bite!
The combination of small baits,
single hooks and finite rigs that
use small floats and resistant free
set-ups, will generate far more
takes and ultimately more fish on
the bank. Both sea and freshwater
deadbait’s, fished whole, in slithers
and chunks are by far the best
baits for Bury Hill’s hungry pike
and zander and our new range of
tried and tested barbless single
hook rigs available in sizes 8, 6
and 4 are ideal for fishing both
small and medium sized baits
without the fear of deep hooking.

Single Hook Rig

Double Hook Rig

Ideal for small baits, fish
slithers and chunks, insert
the hook through the head,
tail or flesh and secure using
a bait flag or small piece of
rubber band.

Ideal for medium size baits
such as smelt and sardine as
well as larger eel and
lamprey sections, insert the
hook through the head and
the rider hook through body
or tail and secure both hooks
using bait flags or small
pieces of rubber band.

Single Hook
Hair Rig
Ideal for small baits, slithers
and fish chunks, this method
allows multi chunks (kebabs) to
be fished with deadly effect. To
secure the bait to the hair,
insert the hair through the head
or fish section and secure using
either 3 or 4 boilie stops or a
small twig.

for more information visit our website: www.buryhillfisheries.com
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What the experts say...
“All predators can be very
naive at times and wolf
baits down at others.
For both of these
reasons, using
single hooks on
small baits is a wise
move and exactly
how I approach much
of my fishing… ”
Mick Brown
“Predators are much more at risk
from angling pressure
than other species and
any moves to
safeguard stocks
and protect fish
from unnecessary
dangers should be
welcomed… a
barbless single hook
is far easier to remove
than two trebles”
Neville Fickling
“I view Old Bury Hill's
enforcement of a
single hook only rule
as a positive step…
I personally have
used singles for
most of my zander
fishing in recent
years and those who
put a bit of thought
into their presentation
may, like me, find themselves
putting a lot more fish on the bank as a
result!” Ian Welch
“when using natural dead baits, jellies or
shads etc, for me it is no contest… singles
- and where possible circles - for me, all the
way.” Keith Arthur
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